
about

After accomplishing my Master in Book Design in 2007, I have 
been professionally active as a graphic designer. I worked as an 
employee and as a freelancer doing all kinds of graphic design 
tasks, such as identity and logo design, layouts for books and 
magazines, packaging, illustration, photography, videography and 
prototyping. 

In July 2017, I decided to broaden my skill set by following a 
10-month-long training in Front-end Development. Since 2018 I am 
being employed as a broad spectrum graphic and web designer at a 
Brussels based company specialised in application development.
   

education

CEPEGRA Brussels
Front-end Developer, Webdesigner

Artesis Plantijn University College (Antwerp)
Plantin Institute of Typography
Postgraduate degree of Expert Class Type Design

National Technical University of Ukraine
Master in Graphics and Book design

skills

Illustrator, Photoshop, Indesign, Premiere Pro, XD
Prepress production (Acrobat)
Type design (Glyphs)
Freehand sketching, drawing and painting
Photography (analog and digital)
Video (filming, editing and post production)

HTML5, CSS3, JavaScript, jQuery,
Wordpress, Theming Wordpress,
SASS, Gulp, BEM, Git

Familiar with: JS Vue, React, Bootstrap

languages

English/French/Dutch

Ukrainian/Russian

2017-2018:

2013-2014:

2001-2007:

GRAPHIC:

WEB:

fluent:

mothertongue:
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experience

CHAPPS - Brussels
Position: graphic designer
Key responsibilities: visual identity and brand 
development; layout and prepress of the brochures, 
walkthroughs, banners and other promo materials; 
newsletters, promo-videos, web-design, application 
prototyping.

FREELANCE GRAPHIC DESIGNER PHOTOGRAPHER AND VIDEOGRAPHER
Working with: visual identity, packaging design, 
illustration, artworks for music albums (photography), 
layout, web-design and development, music videos.
 

EMERY ET CIE - Brussels
Position: graphic and interior designer + sales assistant
Key responsibilities: developing layout plans for tiles, 
carpets, wallpaper and curtains (calepinage) as a designer. 
Advising clients and managing orders (production and 
logistics) as a sales assistant.

MAGAZINE «ELLE» UKRAINE
Position: illustrator

ARTEMOV ARTEL DESIGN STUDIO www.artemovartel.com
Position: graphic designer
Key responsibilities: visual identity and brand 
development, packaging design, design and production of the 
postcards and souvenirs, mastering different printing 
techniques, layout, prepress.

MAGAZINE «TELEGUID»
Position: photo editor
Key responsibilities: selection of the illustrative 
material for the magazine.

UKRAINIAN BUSINESS MAGAZINE «EXPERT»
Position: graphic designer
Key responsibilities: design, layout and prepress.

other experiences

MUNTPUNT  Brussels 
Reception desk volunteer

2018-present:

Since 2007:

2015-2017:

2010-2011:

2008-2009:

August-December 2007:

2006-2007:

2013-2014:
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